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Dear Editors:

Manuscript titled: Impact of Severity, Duration, and Etiology of Hyperthyroidism on Bone Turnover Markers and Bone Mineral Density in Men

The correction that done:

1. The Title Page correctly formatted.
2. All spelling mistakes and grammar were reviewed
3. Author's contributions were added.
4. Acknowledgments were included.
5- Re Title, “Hyperthyroidism and bone status” deleted. “in men” added in the end of the title.
6- The body weight and BMI were added and considered, also urinary calcium values corrected with urinary creatinine. Also, BMD data were added
7- New table for all clinical and laboratory data were done and also arrangement of all table and new graphs added.
8- Correlation between all parameters and TSH were done and written

Thank you for your consideration

Yours sincerely:
Soma Sherif